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**Story of My Life 2016-08-12**
capture the stories of a lifetime record the stories of your life or a loved one’s for posterity the story of my life workbook makes it easy simply follow the prompts to preserve memories from your entire life the book includes sections on parents, siblings, childhood, high school, career and adulthood there’s also space to note vital statistics about yourself and immediate family members as a genealogical record the workbook features fill in pages with thought provoking prompts to capture key moments that define your life advice and exercises to reconstruct memories from long ago interactive pages for family and friends to share their own stories special forms for spotlighting important people places and times a great gift for your children to learn about their parents lives or the jumping off point for writing a memoir the story of my life workbook will help you preserve your memories for generations to come

**My Life Story - Second Edition 2021-12-28**
with 200 thought provoking and lighthearted writing prompts and exercises organized into chapters based on life stages my life story gets you started on your life’s memoir and allows you to create a fully realized record of your adventures

**Life Stories 2001-05-15**
one of art’s purest challenges is to translate a human being into words the new yorker has met this challenge more successfully and more originally than any other modern american journal it has indelibly shaped the genre known as the profile starting with light fantastic evocations of glamorous and idiosyncratic figures of the twenties and thirties such as henry luce and isadora duncan and continuing to the present with complex pictures of such contemporaries as mikhail baryshnikov and richard pryor this collection of new yorker profiles presents readers with a portrait gallery of some of the most prominent figures of the twentieth century these profiles are literary journalistic investigations into character and accomplishment motive and madness beauty and ugliness and are unrivaled in their range their variety of style and their embrace of humanity including these twenty eight profiles mr hunter s grave by joseph mitchell secrets of the magus by mark singer isadora by janet flanner the soloist by joan accocella time fortune life luce by walcott gibbs nobody better than nobody by ian frazier the mountains of pi by richard preston covering the cops by calvin trillin travels in georgia by john mcpee the man who walks on air by calvin tomkins a house on gramercy park by geoffrey hellman how do you like it now gentlemen by lillian ross the education of a prince by alva johnston white like me by henry louis gates jr wunderkind by a j liebling fifteen years of the salt mortale by kenneth tynan the duke in his domain by truman capote a pryor love by hilton als gone for good by roger angell lady with a pencil by nancy franklin dealing with roseanne by john lahr the coolhunt by malcolm gladwell man goes to see a doctor by adam gopnik show dog by susan orlean forty one false alws gone for good by roger angell lady with a pencil by nancy franklin dealing with roseanne by john lahr the coolhunt by malcolm gladwell man goes to see a doctor by adam gopnik show dog by susan orlean forty one false

**Life Is in the Transitions 2021-08-10**
a new york times bestseller a pioneering and timely study of how to navigate life’s biggest transitions with meaning purpose and skill bruce feiler author of the new york times bestsellers the secrets of happy families and council of dads has long explored the stories that give our lives meaning galvanized by a personal crisis he spent the last few years crisscrossing the country collecting hundreds of life stories in all fifty states from americans who’ve been through major life changes from losing jobs to losing loved ones from changing careers to changing relationships from getting sober to getting healthy to simply looking for a fresh start he then spent a year coding these stories identifying patterns and takeaways that can help all of us survive and thrive in times of change what feiler discovered was a world in which transitions are becoming more plentiful and mastering the skills to manage them is more urgent for all of us the idea that we’ll have one job one relationship one source of happiness is hopelessly outdated we all feel unnerved by this upheaval we’re concerned that our lives are not what we expected that we’ve veered off course living life out of order but we’re not alone life is in the transitions introduces the fresh illuminating vision of the nonlinear life in which each of us faces dozens of disruptors one in ten of those becomes what feiler calls a lifewave a massive change that leads to a life transition the average length of these transitions is five years the upshot we all spend half our lives in this unsettled state you or someone you know is going through one now the most exciting thing feiler identified is a powerful new tool kit for navigating these pivotal times drawing on his extraordinary trove of insights he lays out specific strategies each of us can use to reimagine and rebuild our lives often stronger than before from a master storyteller with an essential message life is in the transitions can move readers of any age to think deeply about times of change and how to transform them into periods of creativity and growth

**Tell Me Your Life Story, Dad 2021-04-16**
only god can make a tree wrote joyce kilmer in one of the most celebrated of poems in tree a life story authors david suzuki and wayne grady extend that celebration in a biography of this extraordinary and extraordinarily important organism a story that spans a millennium and includes a cast of millions but focuses on a single tree a douglas fir tree describes in poetic detail the organism’s modest origins that begin with a dramatic burst of millions of microscopic grains of pollen the authors recount the amazing characteristics of the species how they reproduce and how they receive from and offer nourishment to generations of other plants and animals the tree’s pivotal role in making life possible for the creatures around it including human beings is lovingly explored the richly detailed text and robert bateman’s original art pay tribute to this ubiquitous organism that is too often taken for granted
Tree 2009-07-01

life story is a tale of survival laying bare the extraordinary journey animals must make to achieve life s goal to continue their bloodline whether learning new skills finding a mate or protecting their young everything they do is a way of meeting a particular challenge to that goal extreme circumstances can lead to extreme solutions discover how sharks help albatross chicks learn to fly or why some chimps solve survival problems by making spears learn about the extraordinary construction skills of fish and the seduction arts of birds witness the devotion of mothers the gang life of juveniles and the shocking tactics some animals use to eliminate their rivals packed with stunning photographs and spectacular stills from the landmark bbc series life story is an unforgettable portrait of the natural world s most dramatic moments

Tell Me Your Life Story, Mom 2021-04-18

not everyone is a movie star or has parents who spied for the french resistance but everyone can learn to create a memorable life story take for instance this example from a popular memoir with a high gloss on his city shoes in his crisp white barber s smock uncle lewis cracked with the railroad men as he presided in front of a long wall of mirrors lined with pomades tonics and scents by using interesting details the author has painted a vivid picture with words that sparkle how does one move beyond names and dates to tell a story that keeps readers hooked to the final pages how much literary license can one take these are the questions addressed by the thurstons with examples from famous authors and through their own entertaining and informative prose this is an invaluable guide for both beginners and experienced writers showing how to preserve memories and bring them to life for future generations

Life Story 2014-10-09

record your father s life story in this beautiful keepsake journal with 200 guided exercises and prompts that take him back through each stage of his life and its accompanying adventures fathers are our steady and protective heroes who sometimes become lost when it comes to sentimental celebrations of their importance in our lives an encouraging voice in times of doubt a wise teacher in times of uncertainty a compassionate critic in times of honest feedback and a silly joker in times of frustration a father s caring and nurturing presence shapes us throughout our lives in my father s life both thought provoking and lighthearted writing prompts and guided exercises are organized into chapters based on your father s life stages to help him record his life s memoir beginning with early childhood questions like are there any stories about your birth that were told to you by your parents or other family members followed by early adulthood prompts such as what is something that you felt very strongly about when you were in your twenties and then concluding with questions about his wisdom he has learned and would like to share like what is the best piece of advice you were ever given and who gave it to you

Breathe Life Into Your Life Story 2007

the things we tell ourselves affect how well or poorly our path in life goes it s time to flip the script on the internal stories you tell yourself and live life on your terms most of the self stories you tell yourself the kind of person you say you are and the things you are capable of are invisible to you because they have become such a part of your everyday mental routine that you don t even recognize they exist yet these self stories influence everything you do everything you say and everything you are choose your story change your life will help you take complete control of your self stories and create the life you ve always dreamed you d have author kindra hall offers up a new window into your psychology one that travels the distance from the frontiers of neuroscience to the deep inner workings of your thoughts and feelings in choose your story change your life the author offers compelling and poignant questions about fathers throughout history this beautifully designed journal will give your father everything he needs to record his life s experiences and memories for a lifetime

Tell Me Your Life Story, Grandma 2021-04-18

the national book award winning coming out memoir one of the most complex moral personal and political books to have been written about gay life la weekly paul monette grew up all american catholic overachieving and closeted as a child of the 1950s a time when a kid suspected of being a homo would routinely be beaten up
monette kept his secret throughout his adolescence he wrestled with his sexuality for the first thirty years of his life priding himself on his ability to pass for straight the story of his journey to adulthood and to self acceptance with grace and honesty this intimate portrait of a young man s struggle with his own desires is witty humorous and deeply felt before his death of complications from aids in 1995 monette was an outspoken activist crusading for gay rights becoming a man shows his courageous path to stand up for his own right to love and be loved this ebook features an illustrated biography of paul monette including rare images and never before seen documents from the paul monette papers of the ucla library special collections

My Father's Life 2021-02-16

so you want to write the story of your life but don t know where to start relax now you can this is my life story guides you on a journey through your life with engaging prompts questions and thought experiments that can jump start your memories and get you writing before you know it every life is a story worth telling but how do you begin your life story is unique you know it s worth telling so what can you do what if you could answer a series of questions and end up with your life story in a book anyone can use this book really at any age your authentic voice is more important than your writerly skills you don t need to be a writer you just write exactly how you talk this book uses chronology and a universal story structure to ensure that your autobiography will be a bona fide page turner with plenty of space for you to express yourself simply reflect let the memories flow and write them down in your voice no critics no worries just your life story every life is a hero s journey and this book shows you how to pick out the key moments of your own life that match the timeless structure that underlies all great stories except in this story you are the hero make a little bit of treasure for your family

Choose Your Story, Change Your Life 2022-01-11

supreme court justice sonia sotomayor tells her own story for young readers for the very first time as the first latina supreme court justice sonia sotomayor has inspired young people around the world to reach for their dreams but what inspired her for young sonia the answer was books they were her mirrors her maps her friends and her teachers they helped her to connect with her family in new york and in puerto rico to deal with her diabetes diagnosis to cope with her father s death to uncover the secrets of the world and to dream of a future for herself in which anything was possible in turning pages justice sotomayor shares that love of books with a new generation of readers and inspires them to read and puzzle and dream for themselves accompanied by lulu delacre s vibrant art this story of the justice s life shows readers that the world is full of promise and possibility all they need to do is turn the page praise for turning pages justice sotomayor shares that love of books with a new generation of readers and inspires them to read and puzzle and dream for themselves accompanied by lulu delacre s vibrant art this story of the justice s life shows readers that the world is full of promise and possibility all they need to do is turn the page

Becoming a Man 2014-03-25

earth takes center stage in this updated version of virginia lee burton s 1962 classic life story told through five acts burton s art and text tell the history of earth from beginning to present day readers will gain an in depth understanding of the planet s history and their leading roles in it today the ebook has been updated with cutting edge science including up to the minute information on fossil records and the geologic principles

This Is My Life Story 2020-07

a thoughtful intimate memoir of life in the burgeoning movement of new jazz poetry and politics in lower manhattan in the late 1950s and early 1960s alix kee shulman the nation greenwich village in the 1950s was a haven to which young poets painters and musicians flocked among them was bette cren who d been born into a middle class jewish family in queens and who d chosen to cross racial barriers to marry african american poet leroy jones this is her reminiscence of life in the awkening east village in the era of the beats black power and bohemia as the wife of controversial black playwright poet leroy jones now amiri baraka bette cren a white jew from queens ny plunged into the greenwich village bohemia of jazz poetry leftist politics and underground publishing in the late 1950s their life together ended in 1965 partly she implies because of separatist pressures on blacks to end their interracial marriages in this restrained autobiographical mix of introspection and gossip the author writes of coping with racial prejudice and violence raising two daughters and of living in the shadow of her husband when the couple divorced she became a children s book author and poet the memoir is dotted with glimpses of allen ginsberg thromelous monk jack kerouac frank o hara billie holiday james baldwin franc kline among others publishers weekly

How to Write Your Own Life Story 1985

winner 2023 oha book award oral history association a young woman flies violence in mexico and seeks protection in the united states only to be trafficked as a domestic worker in the bronx a decorated immigration judge leaves his post when the policies he proudly upheld capsize in the wake of political turmoil a gambia translator who was granted asylum herself talks with other african women about how immigration officers expect victims of torture to behave a border patrol officer begins to question the training that instructs him to treat the children he finds in the arizona desert like criminals through these and other powerful firsthand accounts a story to save your life offers new insight into the harrowing realities of seeking protection in the united states sarah c bishop argues that cultural differences in communication shape every stage of the asylum process playing a major but unexamined role migrants fleeing persecution must reconstruct the details of their lives so governmental authorities can determine whether their experiences justify protection however bishop shows many factors influence whether an
Turning Pages 2018-09-04

this concise book shows a new family friendly way to compile a life story book that promotes a sense of permanency for the child and encourages attachments within the adoptive family. joy rees improved model works chronologically backwards rather than forwards aiming to reinforce the child’s sense of security within the adoptive family

Life Story 2009-11-16

first person narratives are a fundamental tool of the qualitative researcher this volume provides specific suggestions and guidelines for preparing and executing a life story interview. robert atkinson places the life story interview into a wider research context before elaborating on planning and then conducting the interview. finally the book deals with the issues of transcribing and interpreting the interview. the author provides a sample life story interview in the appendix

How I Became Hettie Jones 2007-12-01

biographies are not just for celebrities. normal people’s lives are your own in fact can be much more fascinating and interesting the aim of this book is to help you celebrate your life and those who are special to you taken a step at a time maybe just writing a few episodes of your life you will see that writing your life story is not as daunting as it first appears indeed it can be great fun. you need have no writing experience at all. writing at its best is simply speaking on paper

Tell Your Life Story 2021-11

from the author of exhalation an award winning short story collection that blends absorbing storytelling with meditations on the universe being time and space raises questions about the nature of reality and what it is to be human. the new york times stories of your life and others delivers dual delights of the very very strange and the heartbreakingly familiar often presenting characters who must confront sudden change the inevitable rise of automatons or the appearance of aliens with some sense of normalcy with sharp intelligence and humor. chiang examines what it means to be alive in a world marked by uncertainty but also by beauty and wonder an award winning collection from one of today’s most lauded writers stories of your life and others is a contemporary classic includes story of your life the basis for the major motion picture arrival

A Story to Save Your Life 2022-08-16

this book is a magical journey through life from the beginnings of time to the birth of a child and the adventure that we take on our way to the grave and beyond to the stars it is a celebration of being human and all of the beautiful things that is in between if you like books that are about why we are here how we are made babies shedding their baby legs and growing their child legs the innocence of childhood the warmth of papas back teen life body hare the first kiss falling in love being alone the gift of a feather tales of witches saturday nights monday mornings the mystery of old peoples earlobes death ghosts and the meaning of life then this book is for you because inside of this book there is all of those things and after reading about 5 pages of it you will be the main expert of human life and there will be nothing in this world that you will not know love from your friend chris simpsons artist xox

Life Story Books for Adopted Children 2009

how to write the story of your life shows writers how to mine the depths of their experience to write an engaging and saleable memoir. p thomas gives readers the instruction they need to write the stories of their lives including the five rs essential to the completion and publishing of a life story research remembering riting reading remembering remembering remembering writing plan and how to work with photos and documents memories and the author’s expert guidance are all writers need to leave a legacy for generations to come

The Life Story Interview 1998-01-06

open your mind start writing and feel gratified with the inspirational and diverse questions of 301 writing ideas

Write Your Life Story, 4th Edition 2011-07-01

what is life really like for the elite athlete how does the experience of being a professional sports person differ from the popular perceptions of fans journalists or academics why might elite sports people experience mental health difficulties away from the public gaze in the first book length study of its kind kitrina douglas and david carless present the life stories of real elite athletes alongside careful analysis and interpretation of those stories in order to better understand the experience of living in sport drawing on psychology sociology counselling psychotherapy and narrative theory and on narrative research in sports as diverse as golf track and field athletics judo and hockey they explore the ways in which the culture of sport interacts with the mental health development identity and life trajectories of elite and professional sports people in highly pressurised and sometimes unhealthy environments by casting light on a previously under researched aspect of sport. the book makes a call for
strategies to be put in place to minimise difficulties or distress for athletes for support to be tailored across the different life phases and highlights the potential benefits in terms of athlete well being and improved performance the book also considers how these important issues relate to broader cultural and social factors and therefore represents important reading for any student or professional with an interest in sport psychology coaching sport sociology youth sport counselling or exercise and mental health

Stories of Your Life and Others 2010-10-26

at first nothing lived on earth it was a noisy hot scary place choking gas exploded from volcanoes and oceans of lava bubbled around the globe then in the deep dark ocean something amazing happened this is an exciting and dramatic story about how life began and developed on planet earth written especially for younger children the authors explain how the first living cell was created and how the cells multiply and create jellyfish and worms and then fish with bendy necks which drag themselves out of the water into swampy forests they tell the story of the biggest creatures that have ever walked on land the dinosaurs long after that hairy creatures who have babies not eggs take over stand on two legs and spread around the world some of them living through cataclysmic events such as ice ages and volcanic eruptions everyone living today is related to these survivors with delightful illustrations including lots of detail and humour all carefully researched and checked this book shows the development of life on earth in a truly accessible and simple way click here to download teachers notes specially written by the authors catherine barr and steve williams to assist teachers and librarians in the promotion and teaching of the story of lifein schools and to help foster a love of good books literature and reading in children

The Story of Life 2019-03-12

writing your life story is one of the greatest gifts you can give your family in writing it you will find yourself drawing even closer to your children and grandchildren you will also find it an exciting and fascinating process one that helps you to make sense of your own life writing your own life story is also a very good way for creative writers to find inspiration and get started in the habit of writing this step by step guide will steer you through different ways of telling your life story in ten easy steps how to begin using the power of memory how to start your research different ways of structuring your life story how to make your life story stand out with pictures colours and smells etc how to provide a contemporary feel to your life story bringing the rest of the world into your story how to end your life story and make sure that it doesn t hurt anyone including yourself how to present your life story and get it published stories to inspire you nowadays you can publish your life story should you want to do so for a small amount of money you can get a few bound copies or you can publish it free on the net don t miss this wonderful opportunity to write an heirloom which will last for ever

How to Write the Story of Your Life 1989-08-15

profiles of five women that aim to shed light on personal and career obstacles women face in achieving success by a cultural anthropologist publishers weekly mary catherine Bateson has been called one of the most original and important thinkers of our time deborah tannen grove press is pleased to reissue Bateson s deeply satisfying treatise on the improvisational lives of five extraordinary women using their personal stories as her framework dr Bateson delves into the creative potential of the complex lives we live today where ambitions are constantly refocused on new goals and possibilities with balanced sympathy and a candid approach to what makes these women inspiring examples of the newly fluid movement of adaptation their relationships with spouses children and friends their ever evolving work and their gender Bateson shows us that life itself is a creative process a masterwork of rare breadth and particularity encompassing all the rhythms of five lives and friendships and interweaving their stories in ways that reveal grand social truths and peculiar personal graces the hoston globe well formulated and passionate offers nothing less than a radical rethinking of the concept of achievement san francisco chronicle as stimulating as it is hopeful shakes up well meaning truisms adds new dimensions to our views of the world elizabeth janeway author of man s world woman s place Bateson has an extremely interesting mind and the ability to express herself with extraordinary literary felicity too much truth steams behind the quiet elegance of these passages the new york times book review

301 Writing Ideas - Second Edition 2021-12-28

life story work is a term often used to describe an approach that helps looked after and adopted children to talk and learn about their life experiences with the help of a trusted adult this book is an essential step by step guide for carers and professionals seeking to carry out life story work with a traumatised or vulnerable child in their care underpinned by positive psychology and drawing on up to date research and real life practice the book offers a sound theoretical understanding of life story work as well as a practical and easy to use programme of sessions each session covers the equipment and information needed a consideration of who is best placed to carry out the work and answers to commonly raised questions also discussed are age appropriate approaches and ideas for extending each session into other activities and methods to make it more feasible for life story work to be a shared activity between two or three adults who know the child well this book gives professionals and carers the confidence to carry out life story work in a way that is sensitive to the child s needs and positive for their self perception and relationships

Life Story Research in Sport 2014-12-17

the printed book is one of life s most frequently encountered technologies historian nicole howard provides a comprehensive survey of the evolution of this technology tracing its development across many centuries and cultures no other technology in human history declares howard has had the impact of this invention by examining the book as a technology howard reveals how profoundly information and media have shaped history and how vital the technology of the book has been to cultural and intellectual change this engaging study extends from clay tablets and rolls of papyrus to bound folio sheets from inks and scripts to lead type and printing presses from the
linotype machine to the laptop cross cultural in scope it examines innovations in the production and manufacture of books from the middle and far east europe and the americas howard recounts printing techniques from gutenberg s first press to 21st century electronic publishing howard s broad overview and accessible writing style make this book ideal for students and bibliophiles alike the volume includes a glossary of terms a timeline of important events and a selected bibliography of useful resources for further information

**Story of Life 2018-02**

the answer to philosophical questions will often depend on the position one takes regarding the fact value problem it is therefore not surprising that in the tradition of western philosophy the past 200 years or so record an animated discussion of it in the present collection the debate is continues by representatives of various schools in contemporary western thought a number of philosophers from non western cultures too enter into it the contributions do not all reflect on the same theme nor do they use the same approach essays written by philosophers sympathetic to the analytical tradition are followed by reflections on the part of those philosophers whose nomenclacy a third group of contributions is by non western thinkers who are more likely to approach the problem in terms of culture their engagement with the issue clearly shows among other things that it is almost exclusively the value distinction in its various forms which is at the heart of the disagreement the occasion for the publication of this collection is dr cornelis anthonie van peursen s retirement as professor of philosophy this year he leaves the free university amsterdam until 1982 he was professor at the university of leyden as well as in the netherlands and beyond he has become known for his concern with constructive comparison of diverging philosophical trends and the cross cultural fertilization of thought characteristic of his career are his efforts to render the results of academic philosophizing understand able to a broader audience

**How To Write Your Life Story in Ten Easy Steps 2010-10-29**

it was a culinary journey like no other over the course of 195 weeks food writer and blogger sasha martin set out to cook and eat a meal from every country in the world as cooking unlocked the memories of her rough and tumble childhood and the loss and heartbreak that came with it martin became more determined than ever to find peace and elevate her life through the prism of food and world cultures from the tiny makeshift kitchen of her eccentric creative mother to a string of foster homes to the house from which she launches her own cooking adventure maria s heartfelt brutally honest memoir reveals the power of cooking to bond to empower and to heal and celebrates the simple truth that happiness is created from within

**Run For Your Life 2007-12-01**

jwriting for bliss sissis most fundamentally about reflection truth and freedom with techniques and prompts for both the seasoned and novice writer it will lead you to tap into your creativity through storytelling and poetry examine how life changing experiences can inspire writing pursue self examination and self discovery through the written word and understand how published writers have been transformed by writing poet and memoirist raab lust credits her lifelong love of writing and its therapeutic effects with inspiring her to write this thoughtful and detailed primer that targets pretty much anyone interested in writing a memoir most compelling here is raab s willingness to share her intimate stories e g the loss of a relative ongoing struggles with cancer a difficult relationship with her mother her revelations are encouraging to writers who feel they need permission to take a voyage of self discovery the book s seven step plan includes plenty of guidance including on learning to read like a writer and on addressing readers as if seated across the table raab covers big topics such as the art and power of storytelling and small details such as choosing pens and notebooks that you enjoy using she also helps readers with the important step of finding your form publisher s weekly writing for bliss sissis about the profound ways in which we may be transformed in and through the act of writing i am grateful to diana raab for sharing it and i trust that you will feel the same as you read on may you savor the journey from the foreword by mark freeman phd by listening to ourselves and being aware of what we are saying and feeling the true story of our life s past experience is revealed diana raab s book gives us the insights by which we can achieve this through her life coaching wisdom and our writing bernie siegel md author of the art of healing only a talented writer who has fought hard to overcome life s many obstacles could take her readers by the hand and lead them through the writing process with such enormous compassion amazing insight and kindness diana raab is a powerful wise intelligent guide well worth our following how life changing experiences can inspire writing pursue self examination and self discovery through the written word and understand how published writers have been transformed by writing poet and memoirist raab lust is an award winning memoirist poet blogger workshop facilitator thought provoker and survivor she is author of eight books and over one thousand articles and poems she lives in southern california learn more at dianaraab com

**Composing a Life 1905**

embrace the power of storytelling with little stories of your life start telling your own story find your creative self and be more mindful combining the wellbeing benefits of mindfulness creativity and daily photography this book shows you how to use words and photographs to capture precious little moments and how to share these in order to connect with others each chapter explores the different ways you can tell your own stories considers why you might choose to tell them and helps you to create a patchwork of tiny tales about your life however small they might be throughout the book laura shares her own personal stories and research that shows you how to tune out of the bigger picture and focus on the everyday there are exercises to gently guide you through how to journal and harness your inner creativity as well as tips on improving your photography photo challenges and writing prompts to get you started it is easy to feel that our own lives are not enough but real lives are not defined by bright exciting events we dont need a grand narrative arc it s the stretches of time in between that matter the tiny
moments and the daily choices that make us who we are

The Story of My Life 2020-10-12

A Session by Session Guide to Life Story Work 2019

The Story of Life: Great Discoveries in Biology (First Edition) 2009-11-16

The Book 2012-12-06

Facts and Values 2016-03

Life from Scratch 2017-09-01

Writing for Bliss 2021-10-14

Little Stories of Your Life